Tennessee Williams finally speaks at SLF

by Gregg B. Bangs
Executive Editor

The Observer will circulate petitions this week among Notre Dame undergraduates to seek approval for an increase in its yearly subscription rate from $3.00 to $6.00. The increase is needed to offset various rising costs and lower revenues encountered by this year's staff, according to Editor-in-Chief Thomas O'Neill.

If a majority of all undergraduates signs the petition, the increase will be included on the fall tuition bill. Starting Monday night, petitions will be available in the halls and off campus residences. O'Neill urges all students to sign the petition, and asks that they sign it only once.

The procedure of permitting the increase based on a show of support by a majority of the undergraduates was the decision of University President Fr. Theodore Hesburgh, and the officers of the University. The decision was made in response to a letter of inquiry sent by O'Neill to Rev. Just Paczek, vice-president for student affairs.

The request was examined by the University Officers at their February meeting after a financial report of the Observer by University Auditor Lon Cohen. The report stated the ND-SMC daily will probably encounter an $18,000 deficit this year.

The Observer will also approach St. Mary's College for the increase, but it will follow proper procedure to be employed to get the increase paid on the fall tuition bill. A decision is expected in the near future by the Observer's report is being completed with SMC administrators.

Notre Dame graduates students will be asked to pay the yearly subscription fee, something they have not done in the past. An Ombudsman poll will be under taken in the next few weeks to gauge student reaction to the paper's request. If the payment is made, O'Neill said newspapers will be distributed to places more accessible to graduate students, such as graduate student housing and the Law School.

Finances explained

Financial problems in three areas has necessitated an increase in the Observer subscription rate, according to O'Neill. "This year's staff inherited a $7,000 debt from last year. Also, we experienced a substantial loss of advertising revenues this year, because we were written out of the budgets of some advertisers," he explain ed. "Thirdly, we encountered rising production costs, such as a six percent increase in printing costs."

To remedy this, the Observer this year asked all staff members to work on a three percent increase in pay, to $7,000.

In order to offset these financial problems, staff expenses were decreased by $6,000 from last year, the local advertising rate was raised and the revenue from local and classified advertising increased. The Observer also negotiated with St. Mary's administrators last year for increased prices on advertisement sales.

Observer petitions for rate hike

Mardi Gras closes with record increase in profits

by Jan Hershey

The 1977 Mardi Gras ended Saturday night at St. Peter's Center with the raffle of a 1977 Cutlass Supreme and a spontaneous train dance through the booths at 2:00 a.m.

To the music of the String band, about 80 students made a long train and danced through all the booths before leaving.

On Friday night Chairman Don Bishop and Coordinator Al O'Gorman awarded trophies to seven booths. Morrissey-Holy Cross (SMC) Around The World in 80 Days won the award for Best Booth. Bishop said, "We told the Morrissey people a while ago that the hours were over for building the booths. Several times they stayed after these hours, even on week nights. They seemed to be very dedicated."

St. Thomas's won the award for Best Art Work. The other awards were: Most Original - Knights of Columbus' Grando Marc; Best Special Effects - Grace LeMans; Best Odyssey - Greatest Comeback, Down Jawa - Best to Follow Theme, Holy Cross (ND-Augusta) - King Kong. The committee awarded Oscar trophies to these winners.

Bishop said, "Almost everyone seemed to enjoy the quality of their booth. There was a greater concern for aesthetic value."

Bishop commended Cavanagh Booth chairman Mike Duffy for his efforts. "Some booths are here to make money. I think most see it as a half activity. I think Mike would epitomize that attitude. He really tried to get Cavanagh involved."

Several Booth chairman agreed on the spirit of cooperation in Mardi Gras this year, referring to the booth and committee workers, Barb Berchel, Farley booth chairman, said, "Everybody's attitude was good. If you needed a hand, they always would come to the rescue. The one thing I noticed was that the committee was friendly, always ready to help and they always had a smile."

"What made me the happiest was that everyone always went out to help other halls," Bishop said. "It was like a train."

"My most important goal was to make it more fun for the people when worked," he continued. "I think that the booth chairman really enjoyed it."

Beverly Verhey of Aslup, Illinois won the raffle. Her ticket number was 001.

Highest proceeds ever

Bishop lauded Claire Boast and Beth DelVecchio for their efforts. The Raffle Co-Chairmen, There were 19,100 tickets sold and raffle prize increased by $6,000 from last year.

Bishop approximated the proceeds to be between $25,000 to $26,000. He said that last year the committee brought in about $24,000. Last year they claimed that this amount was the highest ever raised in Mardi Gras.

Bishop estimated that the total revenue for a single night reached a peak on Saturday of $4737. Keenan earned the highest revenue for one booth night. She earned $663.50 on Saturday.

Bishop noted the work of CILLA and the Ombudsman on the con­essions and on admissions. He said that these two organizations worked about 1,000 man hours combined.

The last moment because he had to leave the country to go to Mexico. In a telegram sent by his agent Bill Barnes, Williams apologized to the 1975 SLC committee saying, "Pressed, you understand. Much more involved in situation than I could authorize Mr. Barnes mention. Deeply disappointed. Personal and private explanation later.

Sincerely, Tennessee."

He received the New York Drama Critics Circle Award for the Glass Menagerie in 1945. He received the Pulitzer Prize in 1948 for A Streetcar Named Desire, and again in 1955 for Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. Both plays also won Drama Critics Awards, as did Night of the Iguana in 1962. In 1969, Williams won the Gold Medal for Literature by the American Academy of Arts & Letters and the National Institute of Arts & Letters.

Incidentally, Williams donated his speaking and appearance fee. Likewise, his agent, Bill Barnes also sacrificed his commission. The money Williams told, will go to an ill friend and professor in New Orleans, Oliver Evans.

Levee rot closes SLF festival

The Sophomore Literary Festival continued on page 3
Levertofs's poems set to music

(continued from page 1)

closed Saturday night with Denise Levertofs, poet. An an-allowed in the Library Auditorium listened to Levertofs read several of her published and unpublished poems.

Levertofs opened her reading with The Observer on Friday, February 21, 1977.

"Seven or eight of these stu-
dents are still great friends of mine," she said. "I taught them every hour or five more. I don't know what happened to them. I'll see them again at the reading."

During the presentation, two of
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by Jack Plizdale

Staff Reporter

An estimated 750 to 1,000 stude-
ant signatures have been collected on a petition protesting the manner in which the legislators have handled the pay hike proposal. The petition was circulated Fri-
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Benedikt’s love poems highlight SLF program
by Bob Varettoni
Staff Reporter

Michael Benedikt, poet and editor, added humor and some "innocency" to the Sophomore Literary Festival Friday afternoon in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

Combining improbable images, puns, and slapstick, Benedikt entertained the audience of 150 with his informal reading. His playful style, he said, developed in reaction to the pedantry he found everywhere else when he started to write.

"In the '60s," Benedikt said, "it was in fashion to disagree with everything. But if you disagree of everything that happens, you ultimately disagree people, and you can't live.

The main part of the reading featured Benedikt's surrealistic love poems, "‘To Persuade a Lady,' ‘Mictering,' and ‘How to Make Love to an Older Woman'. Benedikt claimed this style was more realistic than the "unimaginative" love poetry of the 17th century.

"You may think my poems are anti-love poems," Benedikt said, "but I think of the nature of love as being the nature of playfulness. I'm not attacking love, I'm participating in it.

One Highlight was Benedikt's reading of "Passing Through Troy", a poem about Troy, New York. In what he called an "urban renewal" poem, Benedikt described Troy as the place where "the young gentlemen sit on a cement plant." "Get the children of America out of the city," he went on. "Troy began. The ugliness of Troy may be mitigated, but I think we're here, perhaps, to Athens, Georgia."

Benedikt named another poem "The Millions," saying if you give a baby a name, you are also giving him a destiny. Benedikt's poem, "Osward," Benedikt read, "will shoot the president. He will shoot his head by falling off some rocks. One million dollars will have a four term presidency, and then a cerebral hemorrhage.

Other highlights were Benedikt's versions of "Fred, the Nest Fig" and "Citrus", his "one and a half page epic poem". He ended with this "most philosophical" poem, "The Olympic Footnote."

Benedikt read chronologically from his four books of poems. In his early poetry, Benedikt said he was primarily experimenting with different verse styles. With his last two books, Benedikt turned to prose poetry.

"This book is full of lots of boring language," Benedikt said of Miles Nolte, his third book. "I wanted to try to extract poetry out of dead language."

Benedikt added that, with his most recent work, he has turned again to writing verse.

Besides his four books of poetry, Benedikt has edited two anthologies, one on surrealism and one on prose poetry. He has also translated collections of modern French, Spanish, and German drama. He is presently poetry editor of The Paris Review, and a professor at Vassar College in New York.

---

Observer meeting tonight
There will be a brief but mandatory meeting for all members of the Observer tonight at 7 p.m. in the Observer offices of the fourth floor of La Fortune.

Charles speaks to freshmen
by Chris Dansmeer
Staff Reporter

Dr. Isabelle Charles, dean of the Arts and Letters College, will speak to freshmen interested in the college tonight at 7:30 p.m.

The speech, part of the Freshman Year of Studies "Spotlight Program", will inform the students about the different areas of study and the classes of a liberal arts education.

Charles explained that a liberal arts education has the advantage over that of other colleges of preparing a student for life.

"Freshmen should not be afraid of the fact that some liberal arts students are walking the streets jobless these days," she said.

After an introduction by Charles, Assistant Deans Richard Thompson and Robert Waddick will speak about the courses and programs offered in the College of Arts and Letters and the opportunities the college provided. After the presentation there will be a question and answer session. The meeting will be held in Room 127 of the Niewland Building and all freshmen are invited to attend.

---

SMC seniors discuss trip petition
by Karen Hinkia

Concerned St. Mary’s seniors, met Sunday evening to discuss the continuing controversy over the senior class trip rebate.

The meeting, held in the Little Theatre at St. Mary’s was attended by only fifteen seniors from a total of 125 women who attended the class trip to New York in November.

Cindy Callahan, senior class president, explained that the rebate was made to both Notre Dame and St. Mary’s senior classes because a chartered plane was originally scheduled to leave New York and arrive in Los Angeles.

Students attending the trip were charged for the charter’s departure and return trip in California. It was later decided by the travel company that such an arrangement was not necessary. The company then refunded the extra money to both classes.

"The real question at hand is not whether we students should get the money back, but who does the money actually belong to," Callahan stated. "The class officers and executive council advisors feel that the money legally belongs to the Senior class."

The total amount of money rebated to the St. Mary’s senior class is approximately $2,000. Each SMC senior who attended the trip would receive approximately $13. "We are only trying to be consistent," Callahan stressed.

"We charged an amount of money we felt would be sufficient. The trip was made from the trip by accident. It was nothing we could have anticipated," Callahan explained that in the past, the class sponsored activities with the intent of breaking even. If the event lost money, the class absorbed the loss. If the activity made a profit, the money was used for class functions.

"A perfect example of our principle is the sophomore parent’s weekend," Callahan stated. "We raised $325. The money was used for the various weekend activities. As it turned out, we made approximately $1200. $1,000 was given to the new athletic building."

Other class officers discussed that the class has not always been fortunate enough to make money. Colleen Mihal, senior class secretary, cited the senior class trip of $1,000.

"The senior class had to absorb $1,000 in losses," she said. "We did not call everyone who attended to pay more money. It was the responsibility of the class treasury to meet the cost of the class-sponsored activity."

The class officers also explained almost $200 was lost on the recently canceled Senior class dinner.

"We didn’t arbitrarily make the decision to withhold the rebate," Callahan stated. The final decision was made by the SMC class officers, Notre Dame class officers, senior advisory council, and the dean. Assistant director of student activities and Stevie Wernig, assistant dean of student affairs.

"We as an elected body feel that we cannot refuse the money, we would be going against any principle we have ever established," Callahan stated. "It is a little bit unfair that only those 200 students who were on the chartered plane should receive the rebate and everyone else get the $7,700 between themselves."

Alternative use for the money was discussed but found to be unsatisfactory. It was decided that if it were to be put into the class funds, we were to fund various activities such as the senior cocktail party. Most agreed that the money could be used in assisting another senior picnic to be held during Senior Week. Otherwise, each student would be requested to pay $50 cents per beer.

Concerned students who attended encouraged those interested in receiving the rebate to sign a petition by Wed. Feb. 23. In order... (continued on page 7)
Dear Editor:

Wernig has made to Saint Mary's positive contribution that Stevie the signatures of a majority of the Notre Dame undergraduates on a petition. The Observer is published about SMC post.

Dame undergraduates on a petition. has caused many national advertisers to exceed and increased local and classified advertising revenues such as photographic supplies, typesetting materials and office equipment have risen even more. The generally weak economy has caused many national advertisers to reduce their volume of advertising. The Observer has been in debt for several years, with this year's figure projected to exceed $15,000.

We have cut staff expenses by $6,000, persuaded St. Mary's students to pay subscription fees, raised advertising rates, and increased general and classified advertising. But this has not been enough.

So, we are asking you to agree to pay $6 a year (less than the cost of one football ticket) for this newspaper. Since The Observer is published about 120 times per year, you would pay an nickel an issue, which is what the paper first cost 10 years ago when it was sold in the dining halls. The subscription charge would be added to the tuition bill sent to your parents.

To secure your approval, Observer staff members will be coming around in the next few days to get your signatures. Feel free to question them about the paper's content.

Notre Dame is the smallest university in the country to support a daily newspaper, and it does so without a journalism department or funding from the University. The Observer is owned and run by students, independent of the University Administration. But the paper's independence is possible only if it can pay its own way. A student medium paid for by the students is expected to be self-supporting, as the SND censorship demonstrated last semester.

Despite occasional mistakes on our part, and even some first-class bloopers, The Observer has been an important source of information and a community forum for more than 10 years. Now, we need your help. Please sign The Observer petition.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

The Observer

Tom Wernig

Editor

March 1, 1977

Dear Editor:

I am writing in reference to Thursday's The Observer article entitled "Wernig to leave dissolved SND post." I object to the negative tone of the article. The interview with the Observer reporter was positive, yet statements presented in the article were negative and taken out of context.

The article did not represent the positive contribution that Steve Wernig has made to Saint Mary's College. I sincerely question the paper's appeal to sensation-alism. Responsible journalism attempts to represent the truth.

Kathleen M. Rice
Dean of Student Affairs

Editor's Note: Our reporter, SND editor Marli Hogan, stands by the accuracy of her story.

Senior Trip

Dear Editor:

When I read Chris Koslow's "Letter to the Editor" in Wednesday's Observer I must admit that at first I, being a Senior Trip Tripper, was pleased, if not happy, with the idea of putting $8 into my wallet. It's an accepted fact that Mr. Koslow talks about the responsibility that should be an aspect of our class officers. How about giving them a chance to be responsible by providing the seniors involved with some responsibilities? Before we run off to collect our checks, why don't we give Bob Tulley and his crew a chance to draw up a budget to show what kind of services he can provide us if the Class Fund keeps the $5700. If for you or I feel that the $5700 should be used only by the people who paid for the trip I ask you to consider this: aren't by far the greatest majority of seniors who get involved in Senior Class activities subsidized by the Class Fund the same people who were on the Class trip?

As far as this is concerned, the only ones who would really not benefit from the money being kept in the Class Fund would be fifteen or so juniors who went along. They should get their money back. And if people who weren't on the trip would benefit from the $5700, what's wrong with a little Christian charity? I once read in an ancient history book that that's what the brotherhood of Notre Dame was all about.

Personally, I may not get any money back or don't really matter much (although if everyone else gets at least 88 cents, then I'll refuse mine). The $8 was part of something I spent and never expected to see again. As far as I'm concerned, the good times I had and the memories I'll treasure of being with good friends in the California sun and warm valleys, many, many times more expensive than any amount I could ever dream of putting in the Class Fund. Further, we object to the negative tone of The Observer's expression of varying opinions on campus. Commentaries, opinions and letters are the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community, and letters are encouraged to promote the free expression of varying opinions on campus.

Kathleen M. Rice
Dean of Student Affairs

As insolvent members of the Class of 77 who participated in the Southern California Trips, we would like to express our outrage at this flagrant abuse of responsibility recently demonstrated by the Senior Class officers and the Senior Advisory Council. The money they so generously donated as a "gift" to the treasury was never theirs to spend. We should reasonably follow, to any fair-minded person, that any decrease in cost should entitle the trip members, and not the entire class, to a rebate.

When we entered into an agreement with the senior class, it was understood that we were to pay for the cost of the trip. If the price of airline tickets had been increased, we would have been required to pay for the increased cost. We definitely would not have expected the class treasury to pay for our vacation. It should reasonably follow, to any fair-minded person, that any decrease in cost should entitle the trip members, and not the entire class, to a rebate.

The most disturbing part of the decision to put all the money in the class treasury was not the amount of money, a policy little sum of $5700, nor even the fact that it was ours, but rather the method used to reach a decision. For all the debate and thought that supposedly went into the decision, there wasn't much publicity. In fact, the article in The Observer that introduced us to our new altruism was the first public statement to come out. Although I could only guess at the problems of high finance, we object to having our backs handed to us to collect funds. It seems grossly inconsistent to tell the people in the trip that they should involuntarily fund class activities. As far as I'm concerned, the article is not part of the senior class, but rather the method used to collect funds. It should collect money from participants in each activity or from the class as a whole.

Yours in Unexpected Philanthropy,

Tim Trip, we would like to

As an insolvent member of the Class of 77 who participated in the Southern California Trips, we would like to express our outrage at this flagrant abuse of responsibility recently demonstrated by the Senior Class officers and the Senior Advisory Council. The money they so generously donated as a "gift" to the treasury was never theirs to spend. We should reasonably follow, to any fair-minded person, that any decrease in cost should entitle the trip members, and not the entire class, to a rebate.

When we entered into an agreement with the senior class, it was understood that we were to pay for the cost of the trip. If the price of airline tickets had been increased, we would have been required to pay for the increased cost. We definitely would not have expected the class treasury to pay for our vacation. It should reasonably follow, to any fair-minded person, that any decrease in cost should entitle the trip members, and not the entire class, to a rebate.

The most disturbing part of the decision to put all the money in the class treasury was not the amount of money, a policy little sum of $5700, nor even the fact that it was ours, but rather the method used to reach a decision. For all the debate and thought that supposedly went into the decision, there wasn't much publicity. In fact, the article in The Observer that introduced us to our new altruism was the first public statement to come out. Although I could only guess at the problems of high finance, we object to having our backs handed to us to collect funds. It seems grossly inconsistent to tell the people in the trip that they should involuntarily fund class activities. As far as I'm concerned, the article is not part of the senior class, but rather the method used to collect funds. It should collect money from participants in each activity or from the class as a whole.
Telephone executive gives advice

by Pat Cole
Senior Staff Reporter

Delano Lewis, the assistant vice-president for revenue requirements and public affairs at C and P Telephone Co. in Washington, D.C., spoke to a group of students last Friday after the Library Auditorium. Lewis gave advice to students on career plans.

He emphasized that students must go beyond what they have to do to become good at a skill. Being black, he said to the audience, you have to make your skills above average which is the most important thing.

Lewis, who has a law degree from Washburn University in Topeka, Kansas, suggested that a good way to prepare for the future is to establish a broad background by studying a variety of topics, particularly concentrating on English. He also said a bachelor's degree should be supplemented with graduate study.

Lewis is a graduate of the University of Kansas. He was a Presidential Nominee for the Bar Association in 1963. He served as Deputy Chief of the Analysis and Advice Section of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission form 1965 to 1966. He also served as Deputy Director of the Office of Volunteer Placement for Minority Recruitment, Legislative Assistant to Senator Edward Brooke and Administrative Assistant to the Honorable Walter E. Fauntroy from 1969 to 1972.

Lewis also emphasized that education is a path out of the ghetto for blacks. Concerning integration he said "I would not be here and you..." if his did not have the ability to do his job.

The presentation by Lewis was part of the second week of events for the 1977 Notre Dame Black Cultural Arts Festival.

---

IRS provides helpful tax hints

The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) offers several points of advice for those individuals filing their income tax returns.

First, it's essential that you have the necessary tax forms and schedules on hand. If you filed a return last year, then the IRS sent you a package in the mail containing not only tax forms and schedules you'll probably need, but also some valuable instructions. Tax return forms are also available from IRS offices and at many banks and local Post Office stations.

Second, read the instructions. They can not only save you time as well as effort, but also, in some cases, money because you may become aware of a deduction or exemption to which you are entitled.

And if your taxable income is not over $20,000, a new tax table enables you to determine your tax at a glance, without making the calculations required by the tax rate schedules. You must use the tax table in your taxable income in not over $20,000, whether you itemized deductions or use the standard deduction.

If you think it might be to your advantage to itemize deductions, have your expense records on hand, such as medical and dental bills, real estate taxes, State income tax, home mortgage interest, and charitable contributions. It would pay you to double check the instructions to find out just what types of expenses you can deduct.

When you receive your return, make sure you use the mailing label on the forms sent out by the IRS. Correct any misspelling or changes right on the label. The label can help to avoid errors and also speed processing for the IRS and delivery of any refund due you.

For the taxpayer owing tax, attach a check or money order for full payment when filing. The check should be made out to "Internal Revenue Service" and it's advisable to put your Social Security number on the check because it becomes detached during processing. This way the money will be credited to your account.

Go over all items and make sure they are correct. Double check the arithmetic and see to it that the return is signed -- two signatures are required on a joint return. Also, be certain you have attached everything -- W-2's from all your jobs, schedules, and a check if there is a tax liability.

Finally, after double checking everything, the taxpayer mails the return in the preaddressed coded envelope provided by the IRS and found in the tax package. This also speeds up processing of your return. Remember to affix the proper form to the envelope. Otherwise the return will be sent back to you.

If you move after filing your return and are expecting a refund, you should notify both the post office serving your old address and the service center where you filed the return of the change in address. Be sure to include your Social Security number on any correspondence with the IRS.

---

Cinema 77

The Original KUNG KONG

Presented by:

TUESDAY

7:30, 10 p.m.

Engineering Aud.

Admission $1

Interested in the LAW!!! and in a career??

Consider opportunities as a LAWYER'S ASSISTANT

You may qualify for this intensive, 12 week, graduate course offered by the UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO in cooperation with the National Center for Paralegal Training.

By specializing in one of the following fields - Litigation, Estates, Trusts and Wills, Corporations and Real Estate - you can prepare yourself for a responsible position as a skilled member of the legal team.

For a free brochure regarding application procedures, program dates, financial aid, employment opportunities, please send the attached:

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Boise 118, Serra Hall
Lawyer's Assistant Program
San Diego, CA 92110

 volunteering.

Call (714) 297-6480 Ext. 247

---

Notre Dame Student Union
PACIFIC PRESENTATIONS

IN CONCERT

E. L. O.

Electric Light Orchestra

Friday March 25

8:00 p.m.

Notre Dame A.C.C.

Ticket $5.50 and $5.50

Sale begins Tuesday at the ACC and Student Union ticket office.

---

Notre Dame Student Union
Chemical spill in Ohio river traced to W.Va.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Traces of carbon tetrachloride were detected here yesterday at 7:00 a.m., but officials said the 70-ton mass possibly did not reach the Ohio River.

The spill, traveling downstream from Ohio and West Virginia, apparently lost some of its strength said Peter Ford, a spokesman for the Louisville Gas and Electric Co.

"Our monitoring devices showed the carbon tet concentration fell off at 21 parts per billion parts of water, far less than some points up the Ohio," he explained.

Ford said the maximum safe level is 50 parts per billions and "we're trying to add an absorbent chemical to our supplies as a precautionary measure.

"Carbon tet can damage the liver and kidneys and has been known to cause cancer in laboratory animals, but Ford said there was no need for residents to boil their drinking water.

"Our counteracting agent is working very well. We should be in good shape," he said.

Ford said the spill could take several days to move out of here and warned the river toward Evansville.

The carbon tet was discovered last Friday while U.S. Environmental Protection Agency officials were making a routine check of water supplies in the Cincinnati area.

Gordon Robeck, the EPA water supply research division director at Cincinnati, said it was lucky the mass was spotted.

Robeck said the spill is just one of many that have slipped undetected down the Ohio River for years.

He also reported that water in the Cincinnati area had developed a smell and had fast few several weeks ago.

"It was a chemical industrial smell," he explained. "It wasn't too offensive when it was served cold, but you noticed it when you heated it."

The source of the latest spill has been traced to a plant somewhere along a 20 mile stretch of the Kanawha River valley in Charleston, W.Va.

There are two manufacturers of carbon tetrachloride in the area: an FMC Corp. at South Charleston and a Diamond-Shamrock Corp. plant at Belle.

"We absolutely haven't had any spill at our plant," said Jim Mays, plant manager for Diamond-Shamrock.

William Currey, a spokesman for FMC Corp., said there was no way of determining if his company was responsible. He said the company was conducting its own investigation.

EPA officials indicated legal action would be taken against those responsible.

Two Kentucky river towns, Ashland and Maysville, showed little concern when the chemical spill reached their areas.

One restaurant in Ashland did not serve water to customers unless they requested it.

"We have some boiling if they want it," said the manager, Mrs. Erva Forsythe, adding that not many people did.

One health official in Ashland said water samples were being sent to Frankfurt and "I'm sure they will find nothing but carbon tetrachloride," Larry Jacobs, a grocer, said his customers talked about the water problem "kind of bouncing it back and forth but they don't seem upset."

"It's not like it was when they said that bicarbonate was coming four or five weeks ago," said Jacobs.

"Everybody went nuts on that."

DISSIDER FOR 2
Ask for the SALOON, our marinated 9-1/2 oz. top sirloin, mixed green salad with your choice of dressing, baked potato, coffee or tea and 1/2 liter of our house wine.

$10.00
Monday/Tuesday

Doc. Pierce's Saloon
120 N. Main St. Middletown. Info Phone 255-7737

FREE ALKA-SELTZER.
FOR STUDENTS TRYING TO REGAIN THEIR EQUILIBRIA.

On the date Listed below, we'll be giving away free samples of Alka-Seltzer on your campus. And that's not all.

Four of the sample packs we're giving away will contain $25 winning certificates good for a $25 prize (books or cash).

So, if you're lucky, we'll relieve a few of your financial pains as well. Only one prize awarded per person... prize value $25. No substitution of prizes permitted. Original prize certificate must accompany request to claim prize, and cannot be mechanically reproduced.

FREE ALKA-SELTZER.
FOR STUDENTS TRYING TO REGAIN THEIR EQUILIBRIA.

February 23 5:00 South Dining Hall
ND's involvement in national AIA increases

by Steven Gray

The American Institute of Archi-

tecture (AIA), a nation-wide or-

ganization, recently sponsored vari-

cous activities for architecture depart-

ments of many universities and col-

leges across the country. This pro-

vides unique academic and social op-

portunities for its members.

The ambition of the organization is to

unite architectural students, to

provide a forum where students can

discuss their work, and to in-

Itiate training for careers while

students are completing their un-

dergraduate studies.

The Notre Dame chapter of the

AIA is the newest in the state of

Indiana and is to unite architectural

students. Its members will be able to

have access to AIA programs and

networking opportunities. The group

will explore the possibility of creating

new programs and activities for stu-

dents that will be of interest to the

members and will reflect the needs

of the students.

The activity remains to be seen

whether or not the students will

choose to pursue these new

opportunities. This program will

remain in effect as long as there are

interested members.

The following are some of the ac-

tivities of the AIA: pre- and post-

conference seminars, conventions,

symposiums, and regional and na-

tional development. These activities

will be sponsored by the National

AIA, a nation-wide organization that

have received much attention in the

past few years.

The organization is to be

known as the "guaranteed anonymous" group.

The group grew out of Alcoholics

Anonymous (AA) meetings, where

members would share their

experiences.

The group meets every Wednesday

night at 6:45 p.m. for the rebate to

be given, if necessary.

two-thirds of the students have

signed the petition can be signed at 227

SMC Clubhouse.

The group guarantees anonymity

and uses only first names. Anyone

interested in joining the AIA can call John at 3168 or Peggy at

8909.

The only requirement for mem-

bership is that the student have

been involved in alcoholism and that

he realize that the group cannot

provide a cure for the problem.

The meetings are open to anyone

who would like to talk about their

experiences.

The meetings are held on

Wednesday nights at 6:45 p.m. in the

SMC Clubhouse.

The meetings are open to anyone

who would like to talk about their

experiences.

The meetings are held on

Wednesday nights at 6:45 p.m. in the

SMC Clubhouse.

Al-Anon meets Wed. nights.

Al-Anon, a fellowship for friends

and family of alcoholics, has been

meeting for the past year. The

"guaranteed anonymous" group

meets every Wednesday night at

6:45 p.m. The group grew out of

Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) meetings.

According to John C., a member of

the group, "Alcoholism affects

everybody in the family." John

continued, "Just as an alcoholic

must de-stuff himself, we must

learn to destuff our emotions.

Al-Anon meets once a week to

work on ourselves." John said.

Members use the same principles

and the "12 steps" of AA.

The only requirement for mem-

bership is that the student have

been involved in alcoholism and that

he realize that the group cannot

provide a cure for the problem.

The meetings are open to anyone

who would like to talk about their

experiences.

The meetings are held on

Wednesday nights at 6:45 p.m. in the

SMC Clubhouse.

SMMC senior trip discussion

(continued from page 3)

であろう。しかし、二

者の中の学生が受

てした絵はもって

いないか。それを

の間で、そして、それ

と組み合わせて、

多元発展を求める。死

学生が参加し、その

ニーズに合わせる。学

校の教育と地域の発

展を図る。

作業の目的は、学

生が相互に協力し、学

生が組織を形成し、学

生が反映できるものを

求める。その活動は、学

生のニーズに応じて、多

変な発展を図る。

活動を実施するためには、学

生が参加し、そのニーズに合わせる。学

生が組織を形成し、学

生が反映できるものを

求める。その活動は、学

生のニーズに応じて、多

変な発展を図る。

活動を実施するためには、学

生が参加し、そのニーズに合わせる。学

生が組織を形成し、学

生が反映できるものを

求める。その活動は、学

生のニーズに応じて、多

変な発展を図る。
Denver snaps Irish unbeaten string

by Fred Herbst

The Irish express has been derailed— for the moment at least. Like all good things, Notre Dame's WCHA season came to an end with a 4-3 overtime loss to the Pioneers of Denver University.

Friday night was Greg Meredith's night as the freshmen winger scored all four of Notre Dame's goals, but while Meredith was having an outstanding night his teammates appeared listless. "A bit is better than a loss, but we played poor hockey," Lefty Smith, Notre Dame's head coach, said. "I was very disappointed in our performance to say the least. We were lucky to get a tie."

Meredith opened the scoring just 52 seconds into the contest, with Allen Karnsma and Brian Walsh getting the assists.

Failing on two powerplay opportunities, the Irish finally cashed in on the man advantage. Following a mad scramble in front of the Denver net, Meredith scored his second goal of the evening at the 2:29 mark of the first to give Notre Dame a 2-0 edge. The assists went to Paul Clarke and Charles Hamilton on the play.

After just missing on several good chances during a powerplay once hitting the post and three times being denied on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves.

The Irish just missed on an opportunity to increase their lead with four minutes gone in the second period. After making a stop on a shot by Don Fairholm, Pioneer goalie Jim Bales got the puck on the rebound and plunged alone on Len Mohr. Luckily for the Irish, Mohr was equal to the task as he blocked the shot.

The Irish, in fact, had little trouble putting the puck behind their net with five minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves.

Disorganized and struggling, Meredith gave Notre Dame new life with his fourth goal of the night at 17:18. Once hitting the post and three times being denied on great saves, Denver closed with four minutes remaining, but Notre Dame on great saves.

The Irish started the night playing fast, sloppy, almost sleepy play that had characterized most of the previous night's action. As Zajac stated the Pioneers to an early lead as he beat Notre Dame for their second goal of the evening from the left side at the 5:58 mark of the opening period.

The tie extended Notre Dame's unbeaten string to 13 games.

Denver scored what proved to be the winning goal as a result of a crucial Irish error. Trying to clear the puck behind his own net, Don Jackson mishandled and bobbled the puck of the back boards directly in front of goal where Belcourt was waiting for the Pioneers. He had little trouble putting the disc past the much-surprised Peterson for his second goal of the evening. Nuggest brought Notre Dame back to within one as he scored at 6:52 to make the score 3-2. But the tie was still miserable.

Denver, however, was the victor as Bales made 31 saves. Denver had 32 saves, many of them spectacular.

"Denver was opportunistic," Smith noted. "We made three silly plays and they got three goals. You can never be happy when you lose, and we kids played well. From a satisfaction point of view, I'm more pleased with last night than I was last night. We hustled and never gave up."

The Irish, now ten points behind first-place Wisconsin, travel to Michigan next weekend to take on Michigan Tech. The loss tonight really puts the pressure on us to get up at Tech," Smith said. "We just have to go out there and do it now."

Mountainaires scale Irish

by Frank LaGrotta Sports Writer

Sometimes hidden behind all the numbers and percentages that make up a score card, one can realize the talent that succeeds in putting the ball through the hoop more than their opponents will win the basketball game. That's precisely the situation that the Mountainaires of West Virginia University find themselves enjoying on Saturday when they defeated Notre Dame 68-48, before a capacity crowd of 13,151, their first sellout since 1971 when Notre Dame last visited Morgantown.

It's obvious that people weren't the only thing that the Notre Dame defense faced. The Mountaineers collected a total of 24 personal fouls, which permitted the Mountainaires to dominate the charity stripe and accounted for 15 points.

However, the most important point of the night was the fact that Notre Dame committed a series of fouls that detered any sort of Irish comeback, and allowed the Mountainaires to extend their lead to 14 points.

Statistics showed West Virginia shooting 33 for 64 from the field for 51 percent, while the Irish could only convert 24 percent, for 14 points. The team had 32 rebounds against 17 for Notre Dame, and 17 assists against 10 for the Irish. The Irish will then go to Michigan next weekend to take on the unbeaten Chicago State.

M Meredith scored all four goals in the Irish 4-4 tie Friday night. Meredith now has 20 goals this season.

Chicago State downs Irish

by Eileen O'Grady ND Women's Sports Editor

Notre Dame's women's cagers suffered a big defeat last Thursday night, losing to Chicago State 63-41. The game was the last home game for the women in their record up to 6-3 and Chicago State dominated the entire game. Although this is only their second season of competition, their shooting, speed, and rebounding were all excellent. They Mountaineers, boisterous five players in twin-figures, were led by Robinson's game high 11 points. Sid Bostick tallied 10, Tony Robertson 9, Bob Huggins'14 of 43 chances and Russell Chapman, finished the day with 10 points on
two baskets and one free throw.

The win raised the Mountainaires mark to 15-9 while it snapped a nine-game winning streak against the Irish in the ACC.

"The Irish will then go to state:" Smith said. "We just have to go out there and do it now."